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Malaga Airport to Vime resort 40km /30 minutes

Welcome to Spain and the Costa del Sol
There are 3 main roads along the coast.
AP7 is a toll road however it isn't a toll until north of Fuengirola and up to that point the

A7 and the AP7 are the same road. After Fuengirola the AP7 runs slightly
more inland than the other roads. It's best avoided unless you don't mind paying the toll and you are in a big hurry. If the other road is blocked you can use the AP7
all the way between Malaga and Gibraltar. Only the section from Fuengirola west towards Gibraltar is a toll road.
TheA7stays closer to the coast than the AP7 but the A7 is not a toll road. The A7 is the recommended road to follow.
The N340 cuts all along the cost and goes right through some of the major urban areas along the coast including Torremolinos, Benalmadena and onwards down
the coast to Cadiz It's an interesting drive but lots of traffic lights, people, cars and pedestrian crossings. Where the A7 is close to the coast, the N340 and the A7
merge.

Let's get going:
Proceed from airport to motorway A7 , direction Marbella. Just keep going on the A7 always following signs direction Marbella. Proceed about 37km until you see
the exit sign CABOPINO mile marker N-340 km 195 Now get ready to leave the A7 at the 2nd exit after CABOPINO
After CABOPINO you get very close and there are 2 exit possibilities 500m apart to leave the A7 .
Motorway A7 direction Marbella continue past the exit to resort 'Artola Alta' on the right ,under 1st footbridge. Proceed to 2nd footbridge (+-500m)
after
sign MARBELLA 12 CADIZ 206 to mile marker N-340 km 194 then look for the next sign Carib Playa 500m and Exit immediately under footbridge
(refer to map)
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Proceed 300m to next exit LAS CHAPAS

exit (refer to map)

Proceed to roundabout and take 2nd exit off roundabout to supermarket SUPERCOR on the right at the

